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BSM Global Dental Master Cup 2023
(BSM GDMC 2023)

BSM GDMC 2023
*Worldwide case competition for dental technicians and labs

*International showcasing&publication of excellent cases&studies

*Global professional platform for academic interactions & exchanges
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Besmile (hereafter abbreviated as “BSM”) has been organizing case competitions for

ambitious dental technicians and dentists since 2018 to discover the dental masters of the

restorative dentistry and encourage the fresh dental technicians and dentists to bring better

cases into the field of dentistry.

BSM GDMC 2023 is a global case competition activity organized by BSM on the occasion of

the BSM 10th Anniversary, with the objective to build a global professional platform for

dental technicians and labs from all over the world to display the latest dental restorative

science &technology, to showcase the excellent cases &studies, to learn and study the

state-of-the-art dental techniques & tips, and to promote academic exchanges & interactions. It

is also expected to contribute to the technological innovations&development of the restorative

dentistry.

BSM GDMC 2023

*Registration &Case submission deadline: Mar. 31st 24:00pm,2024 (UTC+8)

*Preliminary: Apr.8th-Apr.21st,2024(UTC+8)

First Round Case Evaluation (by Jury) : Apr.8th -12th ,2024 (UTC+8)

Second Round Case Evaluation (online): Apr.12th -21st ,2024 (UTC+8)

Lists of Top 20: Apr. 22nd,2024 (UTC+8)

List of Finalists:May. 14st ,2024 (UTC+8)

*Final:Feb.2024

Final Online Demonstration: TBC
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BSM GDMC 2023 Rules:

*All dental technicians&labs from the whole world are eligible to participate in the

competition.

*Participant registration and case presentation shall be submitted preferably in English

language, and in the standard template provided by BSM, to the designated channel by BSM

within the deadline.

*BSM receives the copyright of the case study, as soon as the case is sent in for participation.

*Due to data protection reasons, the participant shall guarantee that patents’ information

within the case presentation are consented by the patients. “Patient Consent Form” (separate

document) will be provided by BSM for the participants and could be remained with the

participants.

Case Requirements：

*Cases Types: Original restorative cases/ implant upper structure restoration cases

Recommended case types: anterior aesthetic multi-unit restorations [6 units and above],

bridges [4-unit bridge and above], full arch restorations, and veneers. (Notes: Difficulty

level of the cases accounts for a coefficient score of 10% in the scoring criteria.).

*Cases must be submitted in English language through a standardized power point template

(slide ratio 16:9) provided by BSM, to the designated channel by BSM within the deadline.

*The submitted power point shall be indicated as “Country+City+Company

Name+Participant Name+Contact Email”.

* Cases must be photograph documented and accompanied by texts of the CAD Design,

CAM/Printing, Coloring(Optional), Sintering, Porcelain Build-up(Optional),

Staining(Optional), Glazing, finishing(finishing results on models), and the final restorative

results before &after in the patients’ mouths. And the title of the presented case and

participant’ information shall be included.

*Case pictures shall be in JPG format with high resolution, 300 dpi and the image size not

less than 1 megabyte.
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*Only one modification is allowed after case submission. And the modification shall be

within the submission deadline.

Materials Used:

*Aconia White, Pre-shade, 3D Multilayer Series of Zirconia Blanks shall be used to

fabricate the cases.

* If materials are needed for case fabrication, Please contact BSM Sales Managers in the

attachment 1 to get to know the material pick-up channels & rules.

*Designated Channel for Registration &Case Submission

*Participant registration and case presentation shall be submitted via the following two

channels within Mar. 31st 24:00pm,2024 (UTC+8):

1) Submitted to the designated email address: marketing@cdbesmile.com

2) Submitted to BSM Sales Managers in the attachment 1
Notes: The participant could send the case presentation via WeTransfer /DropMeFiles /other
transferring platforms, and submit the downloading link for case presentation within the
deadline if the file size is limited.

Case Evaluation &Jury:

* Jury will be consisted of well-known worldwide dental professionals.

*The top 20 cases/10 Cases/Finalists will be determined by the online votes (Ratio:30%) &the

presentation of these cases to the Jury (Ratio:70%).

*Award for Best Cinematography will be determined by the jury.

*Award for Best Popularity will be determined by the final score the cases win on the online

platforms. And the cases received the Award for Best Popularity could go straight to the final.

*Ranking of the finalist will be determined by the the preliminary (ratio:40%) &final

(ratio:60%).

* Award for BSM global partners will be determined by BSM.

mailto:marketing@cdbesmile.com
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* Lab of Elites Award for the dental labs will be determined by BSM.

*Details for the case evaluation& Jury will be released soon. Stay tuned.

Awards:
Valuable prizes are awarded to the outstanding individuals & groups.

Individual Awards:

Awards Place/Quanti. Prize

Aconia Golden Award 1 Person

(Final:1st Place)

*iPhone 15 256G

* Case displays on BSM official platforms

*2024 On-site case tour exhibition (4 times)

*Award Certificate

*BSM Customized Gift

Aconia Silver Award 2 Persons

(Final:2-3rd Place)

*SONY ZV-1F Digital Camera

*Case displays on BSM official platforms

*2024 On-site case tour exhibition (4 times)

*Award Certificate

*BSM Customized Gift

Aconia Bronze Award 3 Persons

(Final:4-6th Place)

*SKG Neck Massager

*Case displays on BSM official platforms

*2024 On-site case tour exhibition (4 times)

*Award Certificate

*BSM Customized Gift

* Philips Electric Toothbrush

*Case displays on BSM official platforms
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Aconia Winning Award 6 Persons

(Final:7-12thPlace)

*2024 On-site case tour exhibition (4 times)

*Award Certificate

*BSM Customized Gift

Aconia Top 20 Award

10 Persons

(11-20th Place)

( Repeated finalist
excluded)

*SKG Fascia Gun F5

*Case displays on BSM official platforms

*2024 On-site case tour exhibition (4 times)

*Award Certificate

*BSM Customized Gift

Aconia Award for

Best Popularity

2 Persons

*Apple Watch Series 8

*Case displays on BSM official platforms

*2024 On-site case tour exhibition (4 times)

*Award Certificate

*BSM Customized Gift

Aconia Award for

Best Cinematography

2 Persons

*Beasts Studio 3 Bluetooth wireless
noise-canceling headphones

*Case displays on BSM official platforms

*2024 On-site case tour exhibition (4 times)

*Award Certificate

*BSM Customized Gift

Aconia Participants Prize All participants
whose cases
approved to be
effective

Besmile 10th Anniversary Souvenir
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Group Awards:
*Awards for Outstanding Dental Labs

Awards Conditions &Qty Prize

Lab of Elites
Diamond Award

1 lab
(For the lab, participant from
which won the individual
Aconia Golden Award)

*US$ 3000 BSM/Aconia
Product Voucher
*Award Certificate

Lab of Elites
Ruby Award

2 labs
(For the labs, participants from
which won the individual
Aconia Silver Award)

*US$ 2000 BSM/Aconia
Product Voucher
*Award Certificate

Lab of Elites
Sapphire Award

3 labs
(For the labs, participants from
which won the individual
Aconia Bronze Award)

*US$ 1000 BSM/Aconia
Product Voucher
*Award Certificate

Lab of Elites
Emerald Award

6 labs
(For the labs, participants from
which won the individual
Aconia Winning Award)

*US$ 500 BSM/Aconia
Product Voucher
*Award Certificate

Lab of Elites
Opal Award

10 labs
(For the labs, participants from
which won the individual
Aconia Top 20 Award)

*US$ 300 BSM/Aconia
Product Voucher
*Award Certificate

Notes: Product vouchers could be used to redeem our Aconia blanks and Artamic stain&glaze
of the equal value. And the product price is executed herein according to BSM standard
end-user product price.
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Join us, download the registration form as attached-“Attach.2” and send it to us via

marketing@cdbesmile.com within Mar.31st 24:00pm (UTC+8).

For more information of this activity, please refer to

website:www.bsmdental.com

Facebook: Besmile

Ins:Besmile_Aconia

LinkedIn:Besmile

We cordially welcome you to join us in BSM GDMC 2023 to witness &enjoy this aesthetic

splendor!

mailto:marketing@cdbesmile.com
http://www.bsmdental.com

